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Flipper tag_Year Event label 
GG335_2007  MAR2007_sel_a_f_03 
GG335_2008  MAR2008_sel_a_f_15 
GG335_2009  MAR2009_sel_a_f_02 
GG335_2010  MAR2010_sel_a_f_03 
GG335_2011  MAR2011_sel_a_f_05 
GG335_2012  MAR2012_sel_a_f_03 
OO021_2007  MAR2007_sel_a_f_06 
OO021_2008  MAR2008_sel_a_f_07 
OO021_2009  MAR2009_sel_a_f_01 
OO052_2006  MAR2006_sel_s_m_03 
OO052_2007  MAR2007_sel_a_m_14 
OO052_2008  MAR2008_sel_a_m_04 
OO052_2011  MAR2011_sel_a_m_06 
OO052_2013  MAR2013_sel_a_m_13 
PO043_2006  MAR2007_sel_a_f_04 
PO043_2008  MAR2008_sel_a_f_12 
PO043_2009  MAR2009_sel_a_f_04 
PO225_2007  MAR2007_sel_a_m_11 
PO225_2011  MAR2011_sel_a_m_07 
RR217_2009  MAR2009_sel_a_f_05 
RR217_2011  MAR2011_sel_a_f_03 
WW061_2008  MAR2008_sel_a_f_09 
WW061_2011  MAR2011_sel_a_f_02 
WW061_2012  MAR2012_sel_a_f_01 
WW061_2013  MAR2013_sel_a_f_03 
YY039_2008  MAR2008_sel_a_f_17 
YY039_2011  MAR2011_sel_a_f_04 
YY189_2006  MAR2006_sel_s_f_01 
YY189_2007  MAR2007_sel_a_f_02 
YY189_2008  MAR2008_sel_a_f_11 
YY189_2009  MAR2009_sel_a_f_03 
YY189_2010  MAR2010_sel_a_f_01 
YY189_2012  MAR2012_sel_a_f_02 
YY189_2013  MAR2013_sel_a_f_09 
 
